Write a 2 to 3 page paper (Double Spaced, 12 point font) on the artist that you are going to use for Project #2. The paper will include the following.
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- Your artist’s name, movements in which they participated in or pioneered, and a short biography of their life and work.

- Look at a variety of their work, did your artist change their style often or did they find a niche and stick with a particular style.

- Now choose the piece that you are going to stylize your project after. Discuss the specific piece that you chose from your artist… Why this one? The subject matter? The color? Does their use of color work with the subject or does it seem random and why? Is their intent to the way the artist abstracts the image or did it seem exploratory? What do you particularly notice about the texture the artist uses? Is this for emotional or aesthetic enhancement? If so, do you think it is successful?

- Finally discuss your ideas for trying to recreate their particular style… Does it feel like it will be difficult or manageable? What made their style unique technically and how might you find a solution to mimicking it? Will your subject matter be similar?

- A minimum of three resources at least one library reference and one World Wide Web reference. (Wikipedia will not be considered a resource.)

All journals are to be turned in as a Microsoft Word Documents only!